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Elmore County Case No.
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RESPONDENT’S BRIEF

Issue
Has Koratich failed to establish that the district court abused its discretion by imposing a
unified sentence of life, with 10 years fixed, upon his guilty plea to lewd conduct with a minor
under 16?

Koratich Has Failed To Establish That The District Court Abused Its Sentencing Discretion
Koratich pled guilty to lewd conduct with a minor under 16 and the district court imposed
a unified sentence of life, with 10 years fixed. (R., pp.40-44.) Koratich filed a notice of appeal
timely from the judgment of conviction. (R., pp.45-48.)
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Koratich asserts his sentence is excessive in light of his status as a first-time felon,
support from his mother, purported remorse, amenability to sex offender treatment, substance
abuse issues, and desire for treatment. (Appellant’s brief, pp.2-6.) The record supports the
sentence imposed.
When evaluating whether a sentence is excessive, the court considers the entire length of
the sentence under an abuse of discretion standard. State v. McIntosh, 160 Idaho 1, 8, 368 P.3d
621, 628 (2016); State v. Stevens, 146 Idaho 139, 148, 191 P.3d 217, 226 (2008). It is presumed
that the fixed portion of the sentence will be the defendant’s probable term of confinement. State
v. Oliver, 144 Idaho 722, 726, 170 P.3d 687, 391 (2007). Where a sentence is within statutory
limits, the appellant bears the burden of demonstrating that it is a clear abuse of discretion.
McIntosh, 160 Idaho at 8, 368 P.3d at 628 (citations omitted). To carry this burden the appellant
must show the sentence is excessive under any reasonable view of the facts. Id. A sentence is
reasonable if it appears necessary to accomplish the primary objective of protecting society and
to achieve any or all of the related goals of deterrence, rehabilitation, or retribution. Id. The
district court has the discretion to weigh those objectives and give them differing weights when
deciding upon the sentence. Id. at 9, 368 P.3d at 629; State v. Moore, 131 Idaho 814, 825, 965
P.2d 174, 185 (1998) (court did not abuse its discretion in concluding that the objectives of
punishment, deterrence and protection of society outweighed the need for rehabilitation). “In
deference to the trial judge, this Court will not substitute its view of a reasonable sentence where
reasonable minds might differ.” McIntosh, 160 Idaho at 8, 368 P.3d at 628 (quoting Stevens,
146 Idaho at 148-49, 191 P.3d at 226-27). Furthermore, “[a] sentence fixed within the limits
prescribed by the statute will ordinarily not be considered an abuse of discretion by the trial
court.” Id. (quoting State v. Nice, 103 Idaho 89, 90, 645 P.2d 323, 324 (1982)).
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The maximum sentence for lewd conduct with a minor under 16 is life in prison. I.C. §
18-1508. The district court imposed a unified sentence of life, with 10 years fixed, which falls
within the statutory guidelines. (R., pp.40-44.) On appeal, Koratich contends that his sentence is
excessive in light of his status as a first-time felon, purported remorse, amenability to sex
offender treatment, substance abuse issues and desire for treatment. (Appellant’s brief, pp.3-5.)
These factors, however, do not outweigh the seriousness of the offense, the impact of his crime
on his victim, or his minimization of his actions. (PSI, pp.5-7, 19-20. 1)
Koratich sexually abused his girlfriend’s six-year-old daughter on two separate occasions
in November 2017. (PSI, p.5.) On the first occasion, Koratich “was masturbating in the
bathroom of his residence with the door open. When the victim walked in on [him] he asked her
to touch his erect penis and then asked her to put her mouth on his penis. The victim touched his
penis but did not put her mouth on it.” (PSI, p.5.) Approximately one week later, Koratich “put
his finger in [the victim’s] vagina, causing one (1) or two (2) scratches inside her vagina,” and
“then masturbated and asked the victim to put her mouth on his penis which she did.” (PSI, p.5.)
Although Koratich’s conviction in this case is his first felony conviction, Koratich
admitted to the two reported incidents and also “indicated that there were other occasions of
inappropriate conduct with the victim but he did not recall the dates.” (PSI, p.5.) Additionally,
after admitting that he had abused his six-year-old victim, to whom Koratich referred as his “step
daughter,” by having her put her mouth on his erect penis, Koratich then minimized his conduct,
stating:
On or about 11/26/2017, my step daughter [C.K.] came over to stay the night.
She complained about “bubbles” coming out of her “potty.” She then complained
that her “potty” hurt. I then laid her down, took off her pants adn [sic] underwear
1

PSI page numbers correspond with the page numbers of the electronic file “Confidential
Documents on Appeal.pdf”
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to see what the problem was. I noticed there was hair entangled in her “potty”,
after I had gotten some wipes out of the bag the wipes are stored in, I took my
finger and swiped downward motion to remove the hair. For the record I DID
NOT INSERT MY FINGER OR ANY OTHER OBJECT into her vaginal area!
When I removed the hair from her “area” she said, “that tickled and felt funny.” I
then took the wipes I had previously gotten ready and cleaned her up. I don’t
know why but I went back after cleaning her up and took my pointer finger and I
rubbed on top of her vaginal area.
(PSI, p.6.) Koratich also blamed officers for “how the interrogation went and how he [the
officer] misworded what I said,” and claimed he, “told him [the officer] what he wanted to hear.”
(PSI, p.6.)
On appeal, Koratich claims that he is amenable to sex offender treatment and desires
treatment for his substance abuse issues. However, when the psychosexual evaluator asked him
if he thought he needed sex offender treatment, Koratich “adamantly stated, I am not a sex
offender, I made a mistake.”

(PSI, p.94.)

Additionally, Koratich denied being under the

influence of drugs or alcohol when he abused the victim. (PSI, p.6.)
At sentencing, the district court articulated the correct legal standards applicable to its
decision and also set forth its reasons for imposing Koratich’s sentence. (7/2/18 Tr., p.32, L.14 –
p.39, L.21.) The state submits that Koratich has failed to establish an abuse of discretion, for
reasons more fully set forth in the attached excerpt of the sentencing hearing transcript, which
the state adopts as its argument on appeal. (Appendix A.)
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Conclusion
The state respectfully requests this Court to affirm Koratich’s conviction and sentence.

DATED this 18th day of January, 2019.

__/s/_Lori A. Fleming____________
LORI A. FLEMING
Deputy Attorney General

ALICIA HYMAS
Paralegal

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this 18th day of January, 2019, served a true and
correct copy of the attached RESPONDENT’S BRIEF to the attorney listed below by means of
iCourt File and Serve:
ELIZABETH ANN ALLRED
DEPUTY STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER
documents@sapd.state.id.us.
__/s/__Lori A. Fleming____________
LORI A. FLEMING
Deputy Attorney General
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the drug scale on the PAI clinical profile. But,

11:29AM

1
2

l1:27MI

3

Your Honor, the Court sees many people before it

11:30AM

3

as by the fact that Mr. Koratich, after initially
taking responsibility for several actions, is now

1\:27/IM.

He did have a significant elevation on

1

11:29AM

Stat e's concerned both by the nature of the
offences against these two young children as well

11:27AM

4

who have substance abuse issues who aren't charged

11:30AM

4

1 l :28MA

5

with this type of offence. The one doesn't lead

11:30AM

5 denying that .

11:28AM

6

to the other.

11; 28AM

7

11:28AM

8

of his int erview with the officer, take

11:28AM

9

responsibility for his actions. He down plays
them. He minimizes them. He had told the

He doesn't really, Your Honor, outside

Your Honor, the State is recommending

11:30AM

6

11:30AM

7

11:30AM

8

15 years fixed, life indeterminate. That he be

11:30AM

9

required to register as a sex offender due to the

in t his case that the Court impose a sentence of

,,,,.,... 10

conviction. The State would leave court costs to

n ,2,...

11

officer, after talking about those two incidents,

,,,,..,,. 11

11,2,...

12

that there had been other Incidents on prior

,,,..,,. 12

the Court's discretion given that the State is
recommending the sentence it is. Thank you.

,,,20....
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occasions but he couldn't remember when they

11,..,,. 13

11,2,...

14

occurred. And that was with CK.

u,.,... 14

,,,29AM
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11 29m

16

11,29,..

17

criminal activities he has engaged in, in his PSI.

""..,,. 17

He did answer the questions of the detectives and

11 29....

18

He admitted he had stolen it ems from his father in

admitt ed to the conduct as outlined by the State.

11,29,..

19

,.,.,.. 10

Your Honor, although his history is

,.,,..,,. 15

11 29m

21

And he admitted he had sold drugs in the past to

11:29AM

22

support his habit.

,.,,..,,. 22

,,,,..... 23
24

11,29AM

the past to support his drug habit, which is
something we do see in substance abuse issues.

He has an aggregate LSI-R score of 29,
Your Honor. That is at the very top of the

11,29MI

25

moderate risk category. But, Your Honor, the

11:3tMI

1

and was illegal and it was, for lack of a better

Mr. Ratliff.
MR. RATLIFF: Judge, in this case my client

11,DAM 16 did admit to t he conduct. Pied guilty to L and L.

minor, he does talk about a couple of other

,,,.DAM
11e,QAM
""DAM
""DAM

,,,20M& 20

THE COURT: Thank you.

18
19

However, my client is treatable. He

20

will have to register as a sex offender for the

21

rest of his life. And this is not the type of
case that we have seen in other cases where we

""DAM 23 give a 15-year to life sentence.
""'"' 24
" "'"' 25

This is a case where two children were
impacted. The conduct of my client was improper

32
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THE COURT: Thank you.

11:3tMI
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word, immoral. But that is not a 15-year to life

11:32AM

2

11: 3\AAI

3

sentence. This is not within t hose normal --

11=32.Mt

3

Sir, do you have statement you would

11:SlAM

4

wit hin those types of cases that we see with other

11:32AM

4

sex offenders.

11:32.Nd

5

11:32AM

6

thinking what they think of me. And I understand

11:3,lN.t

7

I made a mistake in life, but I think I am being

like to make?
THE DEFENDANT: Yes, ma'am . I would j ust
like to apologize to my friends and family for

11:3\AM

5

11:31AM

6

11: 31.MI

7

remorse, given his desire to do the right thing.

11:31AM

8

I f you look at the PSI, he talks about getting t he

1 1: 3.2AM

8

compared to statistics of other men that are more

n :31.AAl

9

treatment he needs to get, trying to make amends.

11:3lA.\A

9

monstrous than I am, in a manner of speaking. I

In this case, Judge, given Robert's

11,,,,.. 11

There is no way he can fix and repair the damage
he has done. So therefore we have to take a look

,,,,,.... 12

at what can be done to protect society, to make

11,, .... 13

sure this doesn't happen again.

,,,,,,.. 10

We are t alking about a person who can

,,,,,.... 14
,,,,,.... 15

get treatment, who is treatable, who is amenable

11,,,..,,, 16 to treatment. And he can be protected -- society

" '""" 10

am treatable, and I would like any and all

11,,,.... 11 treatment that is available. I am just terribly
,,,33.,.. 12 sorry for what I have done, not only to my friends
11,33.... 13 and family, but to my children.
11:33AM

14

THE COURT: Thank you, sir . Based on your

11,33.... 15 plea of guilty in case CR-2017- 3567, and in an
11,33.,.. 16 exercise of my discretion in sentencing, I have

' "32AAI 17

can be pr otected by putting him on a long period

11,:,,:,m 17

,,,,,... 18

of supervised probation in addition to the sex
registration.

'""'.... 18

the offense; the character of the offender; any

, .,:,,:,m 19

mitigating or aggravating factors ; fulfi lling the

11,=

19

,.,,,.... 20

I am asking the Court to consider five

21

years fixed, ten years indeterm inate, and retain

,,,.,..... 21

" '""' 22

j urisdiction and put Robert on a rider and sex

11,:,,:,m 22

,,,,,.... 23
11,= 24
,,,)2AAI 25

offender group treatment that they have once he

'""""" 23

11:=

completes the rider and reevaluate whether or not
he would be a candidate fo r probation.

11 of 15 shee ts

11,:,,:,m

20

' ""'....., 24
10, .,""""

25

considered the Toohill factors and the nature of

obj ectives of protecting society and achieving
deterrence, rehabilitation or retribution.
Sir, I am reading the materials in th is
case. The Court finds that, respectfully, I
disagree that you have accepted responsibility. I
believe you have consistently minimized your
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11:34AM

2

11,,....., 3
..,,.,.. 4

actions. That you have not been trut hful with
Dr. Sombke. I think you have been maybe truthful

,,,,.,,.. 1

at times, but then conveniently you don't remember
the other instances. I think you have taken

11,351\M 3
11,UAM

4

5

11:>SAM

2

advantage of a four-year old and a six-year old.

11381\M

I am sentencing you for CK's actions as the
charges involving LA have been dismissed, but they

11:3$1\M

,.,,_ 8

" """" 10

are allowed to be considered by the Court in
understanding the whole pict ure of determining an
appropriate sentence in the case you did plead

11:34AM

guilty to.

11::,....

5

' "" "" 6

""'"" 7
' ""'"" 8
11"'""'

9
11

.,,,.Ml 12
'""Ml 13
11 3s.w

14

I find that your explanation of the
damage to CK's vagina is inconsistent with the
medical information. You denied allegations of

,.,3....,

6
7

children, it is not j ust a mistake. It is just
completely inappropriate behavior for any adult to
have with any child -- with any child or children
of the ages of the victims in this case .
And then it is even more troubling to
the Court, your ro le with CK was that of a
surrogate father. Your role with LA was a friend
of the family. So you preyed upon young children

.. ,....... 9 that you knew very well, that you had established
,,,...,.. 10

a trust basis with. The children trusted you.

,,,,.... 11
.,,,.... 12

And you violated that trust in the manner in which
you did, which is just unexplainable and

11:"61\M

13

,.,,SA,.,

14

unacceptable. You are a danger to other children.
Now, in making this statement, it does

..,..,." 15

contact with your penis or asking CK to put her

,.,3$1\M 15 not go without notice by the Court that you

.. , ..... 16

mouth on your penis. I think t he truth has been

11,,_ 16 yourself were sexually abused .

spoken by the girls. And later you admitted to
that conduct, that it did happen. Again, it is

" '"""' 17
,.,,,.... 18

another example of your minimization.
Do I think there are people who are

,wm 19

to you. It has been reported in the PSI and I

" "'"" 20
,,,,,_ 21
.,,.,•..., 22

find it to be true. I find that your mother was
not a proper role model. And that perhaps you
have never act ually received the treatment that

11,,,... 23
.,,,,... 24
.,,,,.,, 25

you need for those events in your own life. But
that is not an excuse, nor can it be an excuse for
the violations that occurred in this case.

11,3.,.,.

17

11 3 =

18

' ""'"" 19
11 3...,. 20
n ,35AM

22

worse child abusers out there? Definitely. Do I
think what you did is not just a mistake but is

11.35.W

23

sexual abuse with long-term lasting effects on

11,,....,.

21

11,= 24 your victims? Yes. Do I think your victims were
11,=

25

vulnerable victims? Yes. The age of the

THE DEFENDANT: Yes, ma'am.
THE COURT: I don't deny that that occurred

36
I am going to sentence you t o ten years

35
,.,,,.....

1

,.,,,..,,. 2

m,.,,

3

' """' 4

,.,,,... 5

I know you know right from wrong, and I
know you knew that your conduct was incorrect
here. But as Dr. Sombke says, you are at a
moderate risk to engage in future sexual violence
and future sexual offences. And that is based on

11,39AM

1

,.,3..,.

2

,.,,.,... 3

determinate plus indeterminate life sentence.
What that means is basically you are going to

..~..,. 4

be -- after you complete the fixed portion of your

"".... 5 sentence you are going to be on parole the rest of

the information that you told Dr. Sombke that I

"'".,, 6

7
11·, - 8

find to be understated. While it is true
Dr. Sombke had the other police reports to review,

..,.•.,, 7

9

your own assessment of your risk to society was
clearly understated.
There is no doubt in the Court's mind
that your marijuana use also affected your conduct

" ''""' 9

11,3. ."

6

11~-

11,, _

,.,,.... 10
11,,..,..

11

,.,,...... 12

"'' '""' 8
,., ..... 10

..,..... 11
11:40AM

12

your life if you are released by the IDOC. And
they are going to determine and supervise you to
make sure this doesn't happen again.
I thought it was interesting to the
Court that you believe probation is an appropriate
sentence for the conduct in this case. I am not
sure if that is just a complete misunderstanding

.,,,..,. 14

in this case. You have been using marijuana since
age 13. You have severe cannabis disorder,

,.,....,., 13
11:40AM 14

,.,,.... 15

meaning you are addicted to marijuana. I know you

,.,.DAM 15 given those two victims a life sentence. They are

,..,..,. 16

maintain that you were not using drugs at the
time, that you were vaping. I simply cannot

, uom 16
.,,._ 17

11,3"""

13

" "..,. 17
11'30AM

18

11-

19

.,,..... 20

believe that drugs had been eliminated based on
your long-term use and your cannabis disorder.
So the question for the Court is, what

11,,....

21

sentence would be appropriate, one, to protect

11=

22

society; two, to allow you to get treatment to
make sure that this does not happen again. The
Court finds the following sentence is appropriate
in this case.

23
,,,,..,. 24
,,,,...... 25

11,,..,.
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11,w.M

18

11:<0A.11 19

,,,...,. 20

of the effect your actions have had on your
victim, the long-term nature. You have basically
young, and with good counseling the hope is that
they will be able to recover.
But out of the mouth of babes.
Watching TV and comparing what you did and saying
"I'm a survivor" indicates that even at their

rn• OAM

21

young age they know that this is permanently going

11,, llAM

22

to stay with them the rest of their lives. And it
may impact their relationships with others. It
may physically cause harm to CK if her condition
cannot be rectified by surgery or other t reatment.

11,, lll\M
11 ,0AM

1 ~ ,,., .,.

23
24
25
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3

11,.,.,..

4

11;41AM

5

11,.,.....

6

" '""" 7
.,,.,...... 8

"'""" 9
"'"...... 10
11,.,...

11

'"''"" 12
11,<2M1

13

'"'>Ml 14
11"'""

15

11,<2M1

16

11"""'

17

11,m,..

18

So every time that little girls goes t o the
bathroom, you know what she is thinking of. How
she was harmed by someone she deemed to be a
father figure in her life.
The Court is going to order that you
complete the 52-week program or sexual offender
treatment when you are released back into the
community by !DOC.
The Court will enter a no-contact order
with CK and LA. And that you have no contact with
minor girls or boys until a treatment provider has
determined that it would be appropriate to allow
such unsupervised contact.
The Court is going to recommend to IDOC
that you receive sexual offender treatment, that
you receive mental health counseling, that you

m:im

1

11:<!AM

2

1UWA

3

Is the State moving to dismiss the
other case?
MR. FISHER: Yes, Your Honor. And since it
is a separate case the State will submit by

11,oAM

4

,w....

5 electronic filing an actual written order for that

"",.... 6
""3M! 7
rn'-'MI

8

one.
THE COURT: All right. The Court will sign
the written order dismissing the case CR 2018-81

"",.... 9

when the Court receives the same.

" '""' 1o

The Court is going to give you credit
for time served of 215 days in case 17-3567. The
Court will order standard court costs, DNA sample,

" ",...... 11
11,.,....

12

" '"'''"' 13
,,,.,.,. 15

right thumbprint impression. The Court is going
to order $1,000 fine . The fine is minimal, but
every time you make even a small payment on the

,..,,.,. 16

fine I want you to remember why you are having to

'"""" 17
"""AM 18

pay this fine.
MR. RATLIFF: Judge, the evaluation cost
$1,500 to the county .

11,,w,

14

.,,.,..,., 19

receive substance abuse treatment through the
CIBSA program, that you receive Thinking For
Change, cognitive behavior classes while you are

11,,,,.. 20

incarcerated.

' ""... 20

"""" 21

,u,,.., 21

THE COURT: The Court is also going to
order -- thank you -- that you pay the cost of the

,,,.m, 22

I realize that this is a long time in
prison. But my job is to make sure that I protect

' """" 22

psychosexual evaluation of $ 1,500.

' """" 23
11,,,..,.. 24
, um, 25

society and I protect members of the community.
And I especially have a duty to protect the most
vulnerable of our society, the children.

""""' 23
""""' 24
11,«AM 25

Sir, you are going to be released back
into society down the road. I am confident of
that. And you just need to make sure that when

'"'"" 1

afford counsel, counsel will be appointed for you.

,,,.,... 19

40

39
" '"""' 1

you are released, that you have received adequate
treatment and that you continue treatment once you "''""
are released as I am confident what I have ordered
'""""
would be a condition of any parole you receive
""•""
.._..
down the road.

,w.,..

2

" '"""

3

11;44.AM

5

11c<<AM

6

11:•6.MI

7

But part of dealing with your crimes Is
really acknowledging the harm and extent of what

11c<S.AAI

8

happened in both of those cases. Because until

t USMI

9

11:,SAM

10

, .,w.,

11

you are ready to really say this happened on this
many instances and this was the conduct, that is
the type of honesty that is going to allow you to

11,,w.,

12

4

4

5

tt:,6AM

7

11:48AM

8

11:46AM

9

'"'""" 10
11

11:<GAM

11;<5MI

can be completely honest and figure out how to get

11:<6AM

15

1UBAAA

16

........ 17

the necessary treatment as well as to address
those issues from your own child abuse that did

15
,.,w., 16

11,, .....

18

..,....... 19

occur, then I think you have a chance of moving
forward. But honesty is going to need to be the

Court?
THE DEFENDANT: No, ma'am.
THE COURT: If restitution is not agreed to

"'"'"'"' 6 we will have that hearing on August 6th.

be more successful in treatment.
So you can continue to minimize it, and
I think that is not in your best interest. If you

........ 13
,.,,..,.. 14

Do you have any questions for the

2
3

11:46AM

12

11:46AM

13

11,, .....

14

""'"" 17
18

1N7AM

11:'7AM

19

Does the State intend to submit a
no-contact order?
THE CLERK: We are working on it right now,
Judge.
MR. FISHER: The one being dismissed is
CR20-18-81.
THE COURT: Since that case is being
dismissed, I think the no-contact order
technically is in the case I am sentencing on. I
think once the case is dismissed I won't have the
ability to do it. I'm entering the no-contact
orders for each of the victims in this particular
case. The no-contact order is -- was there a

11,,....

20

foundation for you to be successful with this

11:47AM

20

limit on the length of the no-contact order,

11;<SM1

21

treatment.

11;4)AM

21

Mr. Fisher?

11;'7AM

22
23

MR. RATLIFF: Judge, I think we have seen in
past cases that the no-contact order extends to

11:47AM

24

1 411;47AM

25

when the minor has reached the age of 18.
MR. FISHER: And I think the case law says

..,...... 22

If you disagree with the Court's

" '"'"" 23
..,...... 24

judgment you have the right to appeal. Any appeal
must be filed within 42 days. You have a right to

11,......

25

11c<)AM

counsel for purposes of appeal. If you cannot
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